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Plumber’s Essentials

£169.00

£99.00

5 Piece Set C/W
7 Accessories

STC-DC-12
Dry Diamond Core Set

P5-EDDC
Heavy Duty

Dry Diamond Core Set

5 Piece Set C/W
7 Accessories

Part Number: DC12864
Cores: 42, 52, 65, 117, 127mm
Accessories: Chuck & SDS adaptors,
chuck & SDS extensions, A-taper drill bit
& guide rod, and drift key.

Provides everything you need to start dry
diamond coring.

Part Number: DC12875
Cores: 42, 52, 65, 117, 127mm
Accessories: Chuck & SDS adaptors,
chuck & SDS extensions, A-taper drill bit
& guide rod, and drift key.

Provides everything you need to start dry
diamond coring.
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Eibenstock Drill

P5-EDDC
Heavy Duty

Dry Diamond Cores

P6-ATD
Wax Filled

Auto-Cool Drills

P6-ATDM14
Wax Filled
Auto-Cool

Angle Grinder
Drills

P4-TD
Tile Drills

From

£389.00

Part No. Dimensions Offer Price

DC12647 25x300mm £33.00
DC12650 28x300mm £30.00
DC12651 32x150mm £27.00
DC12701 32x400mm £49.00
DC12652 38x150mm £31.84
DC12653 42x150mm £30.91
DC12655 52x150mm £36.31
DC12656 65x150mm £39.00
DC12660 117x150mm £57.00
DC12661 127x150mm £67.00
DC12663 158x150mm £84.00

Part No. Dimensions Offer Price

DP19000 5x67mm £14.50
DP19005 6x67mm £15.00
DP19010 7x67mm £15.50
DP19015 8x67mm £16.49

Auto-Cool Drill diamond tile drills are filledwith a
lubricatingwax. During drilling the leading edge of the
waxmelts and auto-cools the diamonds,meaning there
is no need to apply a secondary coolant, such aswater.

The P6-ATD tile drills are extremely durable and
convenient to use.

Part No. Dimensions Offer Price

DP18071 6mm £19.99
DP18072 7mm £20.49
DP18073 8mm £20.99
DP18074 10mm £21.99
DP18077 15mm £22.99

The P6-ATDM14 tile drill range is suitable for usewith
electric and cordless angle grinders. The P6-ATDM14
uses vacuumbrazing technology to allow the drilling of
even the toughest tiles with no need for any additional
coolants.

P4 Tile Drills are the ideal solution for drilling all types of
tiles, including porcelain. For best results, watermust be
used to prevent over heating.

Part No. Dimensions Offer Price

DP16852 5x30mm £ 6.00
DP16854 6x30mm £ 6.50
DP16856 7x30mm £ 7.00
DP16858 8x30mm £ 7.50
DP16860 10x30mm £ 8.00
DP16862 12x30mm £ 9.60
DP16862A 15x30mm £ 9.00
DP16863 17x30mm £10.41
DP16864 20x30mm £12.00
DP16393 25x45mm Brazed £16.16

The EVODRILL is a high quality dry diamond core for use on hard materials such as, concrete with hard
aggregate, clay products, Indian sandstone and natural stones; plus, regular buildingmaterials such as,
standard house bricks, concrete blocks, breeze blocks, handmade bricks, building blocks & York stone.
EVODRILLS canbe usedon rotary andpercussion action (not hammer action). The combination of the
rotational function and subtle pulsing from the percussion mechanismmeans the EVODRILL will drill
faster and work harder through a wider range of materials when compared to other makes of diamond
cores.

Part No. 230v: MC13130 - £409.00
Part No. 110v: MC13131 - £389.00
Warranty: 1 Year

Features: Electronic soft start,
temperature control and over current cut
off, powerful 2-speed gear box,
mechanical safety clutch, additional
handle with variable adjustment on the
collar, supplied with M18 to 1/2” BSP Male
adaptor to allow the direct fitting of core
drills.
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ST-WTD-3
Wax Filled

Diamond Tile Drills

P5-PT
Tile Cutting

Diamond Blade

P6-PT
Tile Cutting

Diamond Blade

719 Combustible Gas Detector

621 Digital Manometer

608 Digital Pressure Gauge

725L Combustible Gas Leak Detector

Part Number: DP14575
Includes: 6mm & 7mm Drills plus Guide

The SiteTuff diamond drills are filledwith wax thatmelts
during drilling - this keeps the diamonds coolmeaning
there is no need to apply a secondary coolant, such as
water.

£22.00

The P5-PT is a continuous rim bladewhich offers fast
and efficient cutting through porcelain and other hard
tiles. Sizes 180mmand up are for fixed tile saws and
perform better when usedwet.

The P6-PT is a professional specification blade designed
to cut through porcelain and other hard tiles. Sizes
150mmup are for fixed tile saws and perform better
when usedwet.

Part No. Dimensions Offer Price

DP16175 115mm/4.5” £ 9.00
DP16190 180mm/7” £19.50
DP16200 230mm/9” £27.00

Part No. Dimensions Offer Price

DP16820 115mm/4.5” £15.74
DP16830 180mm/7” £31.00
DP16840 230mm/9” £33.00

£75.00

£130.00

£80.00

£40.00
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Click-Torque A 6 Set 1,
2.5-25 Nm, 20 pieces

6004 Joker 4 set 1 self-setting
spanner set, 4 pieces

Part Number: 05130110001
Click torque wrench in the unmistakable Wera design. Very robust design with high
accuracy as per DIN EN ISO 6789-1: 2017-07. Easy setting and saving of the default
value. The audible and tactile clicks on reaching the scale values facilitate the safe
setting of the desired torque value. The robust release mechanism guarantees a clearly
audible and tactile release signal when the set torque is reached. Provides clockwise
torque-control and 45-tooth ratchet mechanism. The Wera click torque wrench is
accompanied with various accessories in a compact set arrangement. Included are:
Click-Torque A 6 1/4" from 2.5 to 25 Nm, 6 sockets with 1/4" drive, 11 Hex-Plus hexagon
bits, Philips head bits and TORX® bits, plus an extension and socket adaptor.

Large easy to read display in full size DMM; 1,000 DC volts and 750 AC
volts; 0.5% DCV basic accuracy.

Applications:
Thermocouples in furnaces or gas application, Heat anticipator current in
thermostats, Line and control voltage, Flame safety control current, Heating
element resistance, Continuity of wiring, Line current up to 10 amps, Power
supply current

The TPI Model 120 is a Compact, manual ranging, basic DCV 0.5% accuracy
DMM.

HVAC/R Applications:
Line voltage, Control circuit voltage, Heating element resistance
(continuity), Compressor winding resistance, Contactor and relay coil
resistance, Continuity of wiring

Electrical Applications:
Measure line voltage, Continuity of circuit breakers, Voltage of direct drive
DC motors Part Number: 05020110001

Many users wish to have a universal screwdriving tool with the widest possible range of
applications. It should be a single tool for multiple metric and imperial dimensions. It
should automatically adjust to the different screw sizes. It should be safe to grab
without damaging anything and should allow for high working speeds. With its
continuous and parallel jaws the Joker 6004 replaces several single spanner sizes. The
required size is automatically and continuously set when attaching the tool to the
hexagon bolt or screw. The integrated lever mechanism securely clamps the hexagon
screw or bolt between the jaws, which significantly reduces the risk of slippage or
damage. The ratchet feature ensures fast and consistent screwdriving without removing
the tool. By using the corner-width rectangular prisms, a return angle of only 30° can be
achieved. The single-arm design, in conjunction with the ratchet feature and the corner-
width prism, makes it possible to work even in confined spaces. The adjustable Joker
6004 is the universal screwdriving tool. Self-setting. Gripping. Spanning. 4-piece set for
at least 18 different metric and imperial screw drives, comes in a compact folding bag.
The Joker bags are suitable for attachment to walls, shelves, workshop trolleys and the
Wera 2go system thanks to the hook and loop fastener system on the back.

£172.11
£42.50

£122.36

133 Digital
Multi-meter

312C Pocket
Digital Thermometer

50 AC Safety
Volt Check

£27.50

£13.00 £19.25

120 Digital
Multi-meter
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Part Number: 05135926001
Compact tool set with the 35 most important screwdriving tools for maintenance work
both indoors as well as outdoors. Includes VDE holder with 12 VDE blades; 1 Joker
double open-end wrench with holding function, limit stop, small return angle and
extremely gripping teeth; the incredibly fast ¼" Zyklop Speed ratchet and accessories; 8
manual and power tool sockets, sizes 5.5-13, 1 universal bit holder; 7 bits in a length of
25 mm; 1 screw gripper for firmly holding screws; 1 single-pole phase tester 247; textile
box, very robust and durable; can be positioned upright in the workshop shelf for
convenient storage; additional surface protection thanks to the textile outer material;
low weight and volume for simplified mobility.

Part Number: 05020231001
Includes:

1x 8 x 115 mm
1x 10 x 125 mm
1x 11 x 135 mm
1x 12 x 148 mm
1x 13 x 160 mm
1x 14 x 167 mm
1x 15 x 174 mm
1x 16 x 182 mm
1x 17 x 190 mm
1x 18 x 210 mm

Kraftform Kompakt W 1
Maintenance, 35 pieces

£114.05

6003 Joker 11 Set 1 combination
wrench set, 11 pieces

£112.32

Part Number: 05135927001
Compact tool set with the 25 most important screwdriving tools for plumbing and heating applications.
Includes 2 JOKER open-end wrenches, the ¼" Zyklop ratchet and accessories, 6 x 89 mm bits, 5 multi-
component Kraftform Plus screwdrivers and single-pole phase tester . Two JOKER combination ratcheting
wrenches with special holding plate against slipping/loss of the screw and more torque transfer; 1 Zyklop
ratchet 8000 A (1/4") for fast, powerful working; 3 Zyklop sockets 8790 HMA for manual and power tools
usage; 1 Zyklop adaptor 8784 A1 for bits; 6 TORX® HF bits 867/4 with holding function for TORX® screws
for secure carry without any loss of the screws; the Wera 867/4 TX HF bits are also suitable for Würth ASSY
screws as well as Altenloh SPAX T-STAR plus screws; 1 single-pole phase tester 247; 2 Kraftform series
100 slotted screwdrivers 160 i and 160 iS for safe work up to 1,000 volts (160 iS with reduced shaft diameter
and integrated insulation protection for reaching and actuating low-lying screws and spring elements); 1
Kraftform Chiseldriver 932 A (slotted) with hex blade extending right through the handle and integrated
impact cap for screwdriving and simpler chiselling work; 2 nutsetters 395 HO with hollow shaft for the
tightening or loosening of screws on long bolts as well as seized screws. "Take it easy" tool finder with
colour coding according to profiles and size stamp - for simple and rapid accessing of the required tool.

Part Number: 05135927001
Compact tool set with 15 important screwdriving tools for the sanitary and heating sectors. With 2 Joker
Switch ratcheting combination wrenches, VDE handle with 4 extra-slim blades, voltage tester, 4 L-keys with
thermoplastic sleeve, chiseldriver and 2 Kraftform Plus nutspinners with hollow shaft. The details: 2 Joker
Switch ratcheting combination wrenches with special retaining plate to prevent slipping/loss of the screw
and more torque transfer; 1 VDE handle and 4 VDE iS blades for safe working at up to 1000 volts (iS with
reduced blade diameter and integrated protective insulation for reaching and operating low-lying screw and
spring elements); 1 single-pole phase tester 247; 4 L-keys with Hex-Plus profile to prevent rounding out
screws; 1 Kraftform chiseldriver 932 A (slotted) with pound-thru hexagonal blade and integrated impact cap
for screwdriving and light chiselling; 2 socket wrench nutspinners 395 HO with hollow shaft for tightening or
loosening nuts on protruding threaded rods as well as fixed screws. Including tools with "Take it easy" tool
finder with colour coding in accordance to profiles and size stamping - for fast and easy tool selection.

Kraftform Kompakt SH
1 PlumbKit, 25 pieces

£110.50

Kraftform Kompakt SH
2 PlumbKit, 15 pieces

£101.71



Part Number: 05059297001
HPouch with 89-mm long bits. Includes 816 R Kraftform holder with Rapidaptor quick-release chuck and
multi-component Kraftform handle for low-fatigue working. Suitable for manual and power tool operations;
33-piece.

Part Number 05051017001
Many users would like to be able to carry out screwdriving processes faster without compromise. With a
screwdriver that is precise, allows powerful screwdriving, and is much faster than a conventional
screwdriver. A part-time universal gear is the solution: Integrated in the screwdriver handle, it quadruples the
working speed with smooth couplings - purely mechanically. One hand holds the front part of the handle, the
other hand turns the rear part of the handle. The turbo function can be switched on or off at the push of a
button. Turning it off is recommended for tightening and loosening with high torque as well as for fine
adjustments. Robust, maintenance-free gear made of steel with a maximum torque of 14Nm when the turbo
function is deactivated. With the Wera VDE interchangeable blades individually tested as per IEC 60900, the
VDE version of the Kraftform Turbo hand holder 827 T i guarantees fast and safe working even in live
environments (up to 1,000 volts).

Kraftform Kompakt 62, 33 pieces
£67.14

Kraftform Kompakt 20 Tool Finder 2
with pouch, 13 pieces

£54.26Kraftform Kompakt
Turbo 1, 19 pieces

Part Number:05003484001
14 VDE interchangeable blades with reduced blade diameter so that even low-lying screw and spring
elements can be accessed and actuated. 817 VDE Kraftform handle for ergonomic working and single-pole
phase tester in a robust belt pouch. Individually tested tools as per IEC 60900. Individual test at 10,000 volts
for secure work at the permissible voltage of 1,000 volts.

£92.22

Part Number: 05004016001
Incredibly compact set arrangement with many tools in a minimum of space. A completely new ratchet set
feeling thanks to the unique textile boxes that are very robust and durable. They can be positioned upright
for tidy storage on the workshop shelf. Additional surface protection due to textile outer material. Low
weight and volume for simpler mobility. "Take it easy" Tool Finder with colour coding according to sizes.

Part Number:05057460001
52-piece; in surface-protecting, compact textile box which is extremely robust. Low volume and weight for
simplified mobility. Compact tool set with 52 screwdriving tools. 1 bit holder Rapidaptor with quick-release
chuck; 1 B bit holder Rapidaptor with quick-release chuck for take-up in the power screwdriver or use in the
chuck of the power drill; 30 BiTorsion bits with a length of 25 mm for long service life, tough-absorbing
(BTZ), for universal use, extra hard (BTH), 12 Impaktor bits with a length of 50 mm for particularly demanding
jobs, 8 L-keys with Hex-Plus profile (prevents the rounding of socket head screws) and hexagonal ballpoint
on the long arm for working at angles; textile box that is very robust and durable; can be positioned upright
for tidy storage on the workshop shelf; additional surface protection thanks to the outer textile material.

8100 SA 6 Zyklop Speed Ratchet Set,
1/4" drive, metric, 28 pieces
£91.76

Kraftform Kompakt 100
52 pieces
£69.35

Tool-Check PLUS, 39 pieces

Part Number:05056490001
Tool combination of ratchet, bit, sockets and a bitholding screwdriver in the smallest of spaces. The perfect
universal companion for a multitude of screwdriving applications. Premium bitholding screwdriver with
Kraftform Plus handle for comfortable ergonomic screwdriving, avoiding blisters and calluses. Hard handle
zones for high working speeds, soft handle zones for a high torque transfer. Bit ratchet for quick working
when screwdriving with a machine or conventional hand tool is not possible due to space constraints. Rapid
reversing from clockwise to anti-clockwise rotation and vice versa via the reversing lever. The knurling on
the ratchet head allows for quick rotation (with the thumb). Easiest operation, even with just one hand.
Ergonomic ratchet head/lever: Kraftform geometry with perfectly shaped contact surfaces for the fingers.
Smallest possible tool design thanks to the direct bit mounting in the ratchet head, perfect for low working
heights. Small return angle of 6° for precise working. Robust drop-forged solid steel design. Torques of over
65 Nm. The Rapidaptor bitholding screwdriver with fast-rotating sleeve: Can be used as an extension, for
lightning-fast bit changes for even the smallest bit sizes with just one hand and without any extra tools.
Tough bits, for universal use. Hand and machine sockets for nearly all applications. With "Take it easy" tool
finder with colour coding by size - for quick and easy identification of the required tool. Slip-proof for easy
grip even with oily hands. With ball stop groove. For external hexagon screws and bolts. Made of dull-
chromed chrome-vanadium.

£67.68
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827 T i Kraftform Turbo
blade holding handle

454/7 HF Set 1 screwdriver set
T-handle screwdrivers Hex-Plus
with holding function, 7 pieces

£49.66
£49.66

Item Number: 05057481001
With a screwdriver that is precise, allows powerful
screwdriving, and is much faster than a
conventional screwdriver. A part-time universal
gear is the solution

826 T Kraftform Turbo
bit-holding screwdriver

£46.82
Item Number:05057480001
Many users would like to be able to carry out
screwdriving processes faster without
compromise. With a screwdriver that is precise,
allows powerful screwdriving, and is much faster
than a conventional screwdriver. A part-time
universal gear is the solution: Integrated in the
screwdriver handle, it quadruples the working
speed with smooth couplings - purely
mechanically

Item Number: 05023450001
IT-handle screwdriver: The ideal handle shape
allows the transmission of particularly high
tightening and loosening moments. The
ergonomic shape of the handle fills the ball of the
hand well, the fingers lie securely in the softly
rounded recessed grips. The whole hand comes
into contact with the handle and friction losses
between hand and handle are avoided.

Part Number: 05134013001
Compact Wera screwdriving tool set with the 36 most important tools for window construction

Part Number:05057484001
Many users would like to be able to carry out screwdriving processes faster without compromise. With a
screwdriver that is precise, allows powerful screwdriving, and is much faster than a conventional
screwdriver. A part-time universal gear is the solution: Integrated in the screwdriver handle, it quadruples the
working speed with smooth couplings - purely mechanically. One hand holds the front part of the handle, the
other hand turns the rear part of the handle. The turbo function can be switched on or off at the push of a
button. Turning it off is recommended for tightening and loosening with high torque as well as for fine
adjustments. Robust, maintenance-free gear made of steel with a maximum torque of 14Nm when the turbo
function is deactivated. With the Wera VDE interchangeable blades individually tested as per IEC 60900, the
VDE version of the Kraftform Turbo hand holder 827 T i guarantees fast and safe working even in live
environments (up to 1,000 volts).

Kraftform Kompakt F 1 screwdriving tool set
for window installation, 36 pieces
£99.31

Kraftform Kompakt
Turbo i 1, 16 pieces

£96.47

Kraftform Kompakt
Turbo 1, 19 pieces

Part Number:05057482001
MMany users would like to be able to carry out screwdriving processes faster without compromise. With a
screwdriver that is precise, allows powerful screwdriving, and is much faster than a conventional
screwdriver. A part-time universal gear is the solution: Integrated in the screwdriver handle, it quadruples the
working speed with smooth couplings - purely mechanically. One hand holds the front part of the handle, the
other hand turns the rear part of the handle. The turbo function can be switched on or off at the push of a
button. Turning it off is recommended for tightening and loosening with high torque, e.g. for screw
connections in wood, as well as for fine adjustments. Robust, maintenance-free gear made of steel with a
maximum torque of 14Nm when the turbo function is deactivated. Thanks to the Rapidaptor bit holder, the
Kraftform Turbo can be used with all conventional 1/4" hexagon bits for a wide variety of screw profiles. With
the Rapidaptor function the bits can be inserted directly and can be easily removed by pushing the sleeve
forward.

£92.22

867/4 Z SB Bits

£6.71
Item Number:05136314001
Premium bits for TORX® socket screws. Tough,
for universal use. 1/4" hexagonal, suitable for
holders as per DIN ISO 1173-F 6.3.
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Kraftform Kompakt 60
17 pieces
£41.13

Item Number: 05059295001
Folding bag with 89 mm long bits. Including
Kraftform 816 R bitholding screwdriver with
Rapidaptor quick-release chuck and multi-
component Kraftform handle for fatigue-free
working. Hard handle zones for high working
speeds, while soft handle zones guarantee a high
torque transfer. Suitable for manual and machine
operated couplings. 17-piece set.

Kraftform 3100 i/7 set 1
Screwdriver set, stainless, 7 pieces

£40.87
Item Number: 05022750001
6-piece VDE screwdriver set. High quality
Kraftform Plus VDE screwdriver set out of
stainless steel by Wera. The stainless tools from
Wera are vacuum ice-hardened and have the
hardness and strength needed for screw
connections. They can be used for industrial
application without hesitation. The individual
testing of the Kraftform Stainless VDE
screwdrivers in a water bath at 10,000 volts as per
DIN EN 60900 (IEC 60900) ensures safe working
with voltages of up to 1,000 volts

Kraftform Kompakt 27
RA 1 SB, 6 pieces

Kraftform 900/7 set 3 screwdriver set
Kraftform Wera: Chiseldriver, 7 pieces

£33.53

£32.98

£30.79

Item Number: 05073660001
Wera compact tool with multi-component
Kraftform handle for high working speeds and
particularly ergonomic screwdriving. Integrated bit
magazine in the handle. Includes ratchet: fine-
pitched for small return angle, switchover ring
(right, fixed, left), maximum torque of up to 50 Nm;
hexagonal blade with ¼" hexagon socket take-up,
stainless sleeve, strong permanent magnet.

Item Number:05137813001
7-piece Wera chiseldriver set for screwdriving,
chiselling, mortising and slackening stuck screws.
With a multi-component Kraftform handle for fast
and gentle work. Kraftform Plus: Hard handle
zones for high working speeds, while soft handle
zones guarantee high torque transfer

Item Number: 05105625001

6-piece screwdriver set with Kraftform Plus
handle for comfortable ergonomic
screwdriving, which avoids blisters and
calluses. Hard handle zones for high working
speeds, while soft handle zones guarantee a
high torque transfer. With Lasertip blades: The
tip clings to the screw head and prevents it
slipping out. Take it easy tool finder with colour
coding and size stamping - for easy and fast
location of the required tool. The anti-roll
protection avoids bits from annoying rolling
away in the workplace. Plus iconic Wera bottle
opener..

Kraftform 300/7 set 3 Screwdriver
set Kraftform Plus, 7 pieces

£30.79

Item Number: 05003472001

6 VDE interchangeable blades with 817 VDE
Kraftform handle in a robust belt pouch.
Individually tested tools as per IEC 60900.
Individual test in water bath at 10,000 volts for
secure work at the permissible voltage of 1,000
volts.

Kraftform Kompakt VDE
7 Universal 2, 7 pieces

3950/9 Hex-Plus Multicolour Stainless
1 L-key set, metric, stainless, 9 pieces

Item Number: 05022669001

High quality L-key set out of stainless steel for hexagon socket
screws by Wera. Stainless steel prevents the transfer of
extraneous rust. The Hex-Plus profile offers a greater contact
surface in the head of the screw. The notching effect is
therefore reduced to a minimum and damage to the screw head
more or less eliminated. Come with hex ballpoint on the long
arm: the ballpoint drive profile means that it is possible to
swivel the tool axis away from the screwdriving axis, thus
enabling "round the corner" screwdriving. "Take it easy" Tool
Finder: colour coding according to size. In an almost wear-free
L-key clip fastener.£28.15



6004 Joker XL
self-setting spanner

£41.99
Item Numbers: 05020104001 (6004 XL)

05020100001 (6004)
05020099001 (6004 S)

Many users wish to have a universal screwdriving tool with the widest possible range of applications. It
should be a single tool for multiple metric and imperial dimensions. It should automatically adjust to the
different screw sizes. It should be safe to grab without damaging anything and should allow for high
working speeds. With its continuous and parallel jaws the Joker 6004 replaces several single spanner
sizes. The required size is automatically and continuously set when attaching the tool to the hexagon
bolt or screw

6004 Joker
self-setting spanner

£26.78

6004 Joker S
self-setting spanner

£23.89

950/9 Hex-Plus Multicolour 1 SB
L-key set, metric, BlackLaser, 9 pieces

Item Number: 05073593001

High quality L-key set with colour coded, convenient plastic
sleeve. This ensures that the tool is quickly to hand and the
ergonomic and pleasant handle is easy on the hands even at
low temperatures. The wear-resistant clip material ensures
secure storage of the L-keys as well as simple removal. The
Hex-Plus profile offers a greater contact surface in the head of
the screw. The notching effect is therefore reduced to a
minimum and damage to the screw head more or less
eliminated. The ballpoint on the long arm allows dependable
working even in difficult installation situations. The BlackLaser
surface treatment provides outstanding surface protection,
even against corrosion, and a long service life. Laser-engraved
and thereby wear-resistant size markings on the L-keys for
rapid accessing.

£24.56

Item Number: 05024179001

High quality L-keys for recessed TORX® screws. Comes with a
holding function: the wedging forces resulting from the contact
pressure between the drive tip and the screw profile securely
hold the screws on the tool at both ends. The BlackLaser
surface treatment provides outstanding corrosion protection
and a long service life. "Take it easy" Tool Finder with colour
coding according to size. Available in a practical clip fastener,
whose wear-free material provides secure storage for the L-
keys and enables simple removal.

967/9 TX Multicolour HF 1 L-key
set with holding function, 9 pieces

£24.42Joker Wrench Ratchet
Combi 16mm
£20.63

Item Numbers: 05073276001 (16mm)
05073273001 (13mm)
05073268001 (8mm)
05073270001 (10mm)

Many users wish to have a universal screwdriving tool with the widest possible range of applications. It
should be a single tool for multiple metric and imperial dimensions. It should automatically adjust to the
different screw sizes. It should be safe to grab without damaging anything and should allow for high
working speeds. With its continuous and parallel jaws the Joker 6004 replaces several single spanner
sizes. The required size is automatically and continuously set when attaching the tool to the hexagon
bolt or screw

Joker Wrench Ratchet
Combi 13mm
£16.56

Joker Wrench Ratchet
Combi 8mm
£14.21

Joker Wrench Ratchet
Combi 10mm
£13.90

889/4/1 K SB Rapidaptor
Universal Bit Holder

£9.94
Bit Holder Universal
Item Number: 05073421001

899/4/1 SB Universal
Bit Holder

£4.09
899/4/1 SB Universal Bit Holder
Item Number: 05347100001



335/350/355/3 Screwdriver set
Kraftform Plus 300 mm-long blades, 3 pieces

£19.95
Wera 3 Set Screwdrivers
Item Number: 05347735002
Length: 300mm

932 A Chiseldriver for
slotted screws

932A ChiselDriver Screwdriver
Item Number: 05018272001

£16.25

393 S Bitholding screwdriver
extra slim with flexible shaft

£15.61
393 S Flex-Screwdriver
Item Number:05028161001

897/4 R SB Rapidaptor
BiTorsion Universal Bit Holder

£13.69
Bit Holder Bittorsion
Item Number: 05073420001
Length: 300mm

932 A Screwdriver for
slotted screws

932ASlotted Screwdriver
Item Number: 05018270001

£12.96

899/4/1 S Universal Bit Holder
with strong retaining ring

899/4/1 S Bitholder
Item Number:05160981001

£12.52 Item Numbers: 05023348001 - 6.0 x 200mm - £7.40
05023344001 - 5.0 x 200mm - £7.05
05023340001 - 4.0 x 200mm - £6.19

T-handle screwdriver: The ideal handle shape allows the transmission of particularly high tightening and
loosening moments. The ergonomic shape of the handle fills the ball of the hand well, the fingers lie
securely in the softly rounded recessed grips. The whole hand comes into contact with the handle and
friction losses between hand and handle are avoided. With holding function to hold the hexagonal
socket screw securely on the tool. Special surface treatment for high corrosion protection and optimal
fitting accuracy in the screw.

Item Numbers: 05136304001 - 6.0 x 152mm - £8.68
05136303001 - 5.0 x 152mm - £8.68
05136302001 - 4.0 x 152mm - £8.68
05136301001 - 3.0 x 152mm - £8.68
05136310001 - PZ3 x 152mm - £5.02
05136309001 - PZ2 x 152mm - £5.02
05136308001 - PZ1 x 152mm - £5.02
05136307001 - PH3 x 152mm - £5.02
05136306001 - PH2 x 152mm - £5.02
05136305001 - PH1 x 152mm - £5.02

Tough Wera bits for hexagonal socket screws, for universal use. Hex-Plus offers lager contact surfaces
in the screw head. The notch effect is reduced to a minimum and the destruction of the screw is nearly
eliminated. 1/4" hexagonal, suitable for holding tools as per DIN ISO 1173-D 6.3.

152mm Long Bits

200mm Long T Handle Bars
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25 Piece Socket Set

Channellock CHL424
4.5-Inch Straight Jaw

Tongue and Groove Pliers

£20.99

£19.65
Faithfull 6 Piece

Miniature Wood Rasp Set
150mm (6”) Long

Available in 8mm
10mm15mm,

22mm, and 28mm.
Spare Blade Included.

Neilsen Copper
Pipe/Tube Cutter

£11.95

£6.49

54 Piece Screw Driver Bit Set
£14.49

8 Piece Flat Bit Set
£20.99

Bahco Comfort Adjustable Wrenches
Part No. Jaw Size Offer Price

8069 13mm 4” £17.35
9029 32mm 6” £23.90
9070 20mm 6” £24.85
9031 38mm 8” £25.95
9071 27mm 8” £26.60
9072 31mm 10” £28.95
9073 34mm 12” £37.95

£22.99

£16.99
Bahco Folding
Insulaion saw

Reisser 4 Piece
SDS Chisel Bit Set

£24.99

Reisser 9 Piece
SDS Drill Bit Set

£24.99

100 Piece Screw
Driver Bit Set

Fire Extinquisher
1KG

£19.30

£13.49

Bahco 16OZ Hammer
BAH42816F

£8.85

5 Piece File Set

FAIRULETRI TRIANGULAR
SCALE RULER

£3.79 £39.95

Bahco Pump Pliers
And Adjustable Wrench Set

£29.95

Bahco VDE Screwdriver
And Plier Set

£22.50

Bahco 250mm Slip
Joint Pliers

Water Pump Pliers

Part No. Jaw Length Offer Price

1651-12-180-SB 35mm 180mm £12.95
1651-12-240-SB 50mm 240mm £14.95
1651-12-300-SB 65mm 300mm £23.95

Felo Screwdriver
Set £23.95
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Hot Bag Set
£87.10

Includes:
1x Mapp Gas
1x SuperFire2 Torch
1x Soldering Matt
1x 15mm Pipe Slice
1x Rothenberger Carry Bag

HH-3 Torch
Flametech

£37.50

Handheld Torch with Fully Adjustable Flame, a full
metal body, an Instant On/Off Trigger, Lock Button,
and Swivel Flame.

Crescent Grips

Crescent Grip
7”/10”/12” Pack

£57.50 £55.60

Size Jaw Offer Price

7” 33mm £16.75
10” 46mm £22.00
12” 67mm £25.40
16” 114mm £29.99

Morse Holesaw’s

Rothenberger
15mm/22mm Pipe Bender

MORAV12 HOLESAW MORSE 19MM £5.95
MORAV14 HOLESAW MORSE 22MM £7.00
MORAV16 HOLESAW MORSE 25MM £7.26
MORAV18 HOLESAW MORSE 29MM £7.25
MORAV22 HOLESAW MORSE 35MM £7.70
MORAV24 HOLESAW MORSE 38MM £7.85
MORAV26 HOLESAW MORSE 41MM £7.10
MORAV28 HOLESAW MORSE 44MM £9.25
MORAV32 HOLESAW MORSE 51MM £9.50
MORAV34 HOLESAW MORSE 54MM £9.90
MORAV36 HOLESAW MORSE 57MM £10.95
MORAV38 HOLESAW MORSE 60MM £11.10
MORAV40 HOLESAW MORSE 64MM £10.85
MORAV44 HOLESAW MORSE 70MM £10.85
MORAV48 HOLESAW MORSE 76MM £12.00
MORAV58 HOLESAW MORSE 92MM £15.75
MORAV66 HOLESAW MORSE 105MM £17.50
MORAV72 HOLESAW MORSE 114MM £33.83
MORAV76 HOLESAW MORSE 121MM £32.16
MORMA24 ARBOUR C/W PILOT DRILL BIT (1/4" Chuck) £6.83
MORMA34 ARBOUR C/W PILOT DRILL BIT (3/8" Chuck) £6.45
MORMPD10 DRILL PILOT £8.16
MORME12 MORSE EXTENSION BAR £11.00
MA35PS ARBOUR C/W PILOT DRILL BIT 32-210MM £14.59

£60.90

Superfire Torch
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4 Piece Accessory Kit
For 300w Rothenberger

Multi-tool

Self Cooling
Diamond Tile Drills
6mm, 7mm, 10mm

£10.49

£16.90

£41.11

£14.65

(4”) 18mm Mini
Wide Jaw Wrench (70465)

Soft Wide Jaw Wrenchs

Rocut 28 Pex
Plastic Pipe Cutter

Part No. Jaw Length Offer Price

70459 34mm 150mm £19.95
70460 38mm 200mm £23.80
70461 50mm 250mm £24.70

£44.63
Hand Tool Set

Includes copper and plastic
pipe cutters (up to 42mm)
and sturdy Robox carriage
case.

Part No. 1000002682
Includes: 5200 Rocut TC 42
70027 TubeCutter TC35
1500002763 RoboxB2650

£36.70

£36.74

9 Piece
Holesaw Set

£39.95 Rocut 42 Twincut

MultiTool
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Plasticut Pro
One Cutter, Two Sizes

15mm / 22mm
£9.95

35mm / 42mm
£19.95

Simply click the Plasticut Pro into place and grip
firmly, rotate around the pipe in the direction of the
arrows. The pipe will be cut, squarely and cleanly
after 1-2 rotations.

Simple to use with a single handed cutting action
and tailor made for both professional and DIY use.

Fatmax Spirit Level

Spring Loaded
Retractable Folded Knife

£14.99

32mm / 40mm / 50mm
£26.45

24” - £26.40
48” - £39.95

Fatmax
Boat Level

£24.65

£32.00

Folded Retractable
Exo-Change Knife

£11.85

STANLEY® Classic
Level Multi Pack

£23.99

STANLEY® 100 Pk
Knife Blades

£12.99
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Smart
Multi-Tool
Blades

£24.95

£59.00

Smart
Multi-Tool

Blade 8 Pack

Smart
Multi-Tool
20 Piece

Accessory Set

Blade Code Price

10mm Extreme Long Life Bi-Metal Blade P10TN1 £12.90
32mm Bi-Metal Blade H32BMI £ 6.55
32mm Japanese Tooth Blade H32CJ1 £ 5.99
32mm Fine Tooth Wood Blade H32FT1 £ 5.99
32mm Rapid Wood and Plastics Blade H32RW1 £ 7.83
32mm Extreme Long Life Bi-Metal Blade P32TN1 £ 9.90
32mm Mortar Buster H32DB1 £17.00
44mm Nipper Bi-Metal Blade H44BM1 £10.95
44mm Tin Coated Bi-Metal Blade H44TN1 £11.95
63mm Japanese Tooth Blade H63CJ1 £ 6.55
63mm Fine Tooth Wood Blade H63FT1 £ 6.55
63mm Long Life Bi-Metal Hardwood Blade H63HW1 £ 8.25
63mm Rapide Wood Blade Wood & Plastics H63RW1 £ 8.25
85mm Pro Diamond Blade H85DB1 £24.30
90mm HSS Segment Grout Removal Blade H90CSB1 £15.90

Starloc
Multi-Tool

Blade 4 Pack
£29.95

£17.75

Smart
Multi-Tool
31 pc

Sanding Set
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Ultra Grime

New Bio Wipes
& Anti-Bac Surgical Mask 3 Ply

FFP2 Paticulate
Respirator Mask

Powderfree Nitrile Gloves
Medium, Large & Extra-Large

Gorilla Wipes
Black Rock Twin

Filter Mask
Black Rock Twin

Filter Mask
Replacement Filters

£9.99 Each
£0.50p Each or
50 for £19.00

£2.95

£6.99

£6.49 Both for £29.95

£2.95

£17.99

Rhino Tubs

40 Ltr - £8.95
75 Ltr - £11.95

Std Bucket Invincible
Bucket

£4.75
Carpet Protector 50m

£17.99

Hard Floor Protector 50m Grouting Float

£12.85
Prestige Tile Cutter
500mm (PTC500)

Economy Tile Cutter
500mm (BTC500)

Professional Tile Cutter
1000mm (PRO1000)

£34.95 £19.95 £59.00

Black Mamba Gloves
Large & XL Only

White Mamba Gloves
Large & XL Only

£18.99 £14.95

Hand Sanitiser 500ml

£1.99

Notched Trowel

£7.95
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£13.64

£34.00
323F Backnut Spanner322C Recessed

Valve Spanner

Replacment Jaws
For 345V Basin Wrench345V Adjustable

Basin Wrench

2048E Radiator
Spanner

£10.62£11.86

½” 350L - £8.30
¾” 351O - £8.89
2” 352R - £28.43

2350X Solder Mat

1510F Mains Water
Tester

£23.68

361T Immersion
Spanner

£23.68

2059M 4-Way
Radiator Key

£5.29

2035Q Olive Puller

£15.37

2601N 15mm
Bender Guide

2603T 22mm
Bender Guide

£13.65

£18.40

2052R Radiator
Spanner

£15.37 £33.95

Manhole Key
Pair

£16.25
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£10.95

£599.00 12ft x 9ft - £8.00
Stairwell 24ft x 3ft - £9.00

£18.50

PLUNGERS
Monument Black
Toilet Plunger

£18.70

2161X Monument
Power Plunger

£34.13Amtech Toilet
Plunger

Drain Plungers

Small - £3.99
Medium - £6.99
Large - £8.99

Calmag Flush Machine
Fabric Dust
Sheets

Drain Springs

4.5mtr - £12.99
7.0mtr - £16.99

U- Guage

30MB - 257C - £21.54
60MB - 258F - £31.99

Premier Silicon
Gun SP12

£15.95

PlumbTub

£7.75

Orange Drain
Down Hose

£29.95

8/10mm Mini
Pipe Bender

Stanley 25pc
PZ2 Bits

£15.95

10mtr Drain Rod
Set

£21.95

Faithfull Profile
Guage 250mm

£17.95
Stanley Fatmax

Deep Pro Organiser

£19.95

Stanley D/Grip
5pc Chisel Set

£35.95

Picard Lump
Hammer 1000g

£23.95

Thorsen Demolition
Screwdriver Set, 3 Piece

£5.98

Stanley STA265014 Cushion Grip
Screwdriver Set Flared / Pozi 10pc

£29.95£12.50

STA197483
STANLEY STACKABLE SORTMASTER

JUNIOR ORGANISER

While Stocks
Last

Professional Tap
Spanner Set

£43.00
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Gas Safe Book BES

£7.99
£10.99

Gas Safe Pad 2
Gas Safety Record

Pad 23

£11.94

Gas Installation and
Commission Pad17

£13.99

Danger Do not Use BES

£8.95

Gas Test Fluid
With Brush

£3.45

Gas Test Fluid
With Atomiser

£4.45

Gas Test Spray

£4.95

Rocol Gas Test
Spray

£9.99

Smoke Matches 12pk

£1.00

Smoke Matches 25pk

£1.99
Smoke Matches 75pk

£4.50£4.95

Smoke Pellets Large
13GM 100 pk

£52.00

Smoke Pellets Large
13GM 6 pk

£6.30

Smoke Pellets Small
5GM 10 pk

£7.95

Smoke Stick Kit 3

£16.95

Smoke Stick Refil
3 Pack

£11.19

Regin REGPO11
Oil Appliance Servicing &

Commissioning Safety Record Pad

£12.07Regin REGPC1
Commercial Servicing
Commissioning Pad

£7.51 £7.51

Regin REGPC2
Commercial Gas Testing
& Purging Record Pad

Regin REGP65
Maintenance Check

List Pad

£7.51

Regin REGP45
Landlords Gas Safety

Record Pad

£7.51

Regin Regin
Gas Safety/Landlords

Certificate Pad

£7.51

Regin REGP58
Unvented Hot Water Storage
Vessel Commissioning Pa

£7.51
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£6.49

Lifesaver CO Alarm

£16.45
OR

10 FOR
£15 EACH

£14.95

150ml Smoke
Alarm Tester

Sleepsafe Smoke
Alarm

£4.60

520ml Carbon
Monoxide Tester

£5.95

Arctic Spray Kit
Jumbo & Muffs Arctic Spray Kit

Small 8-15mm

£26.95

Arctic Spray
Small Can

£13.95

Arctic Spray
Jumbo Can

£21.45

Arctic Pro
Freeze Kit

£169.00

Arctic Pro
Spray 600G

£39.95



01926 338115

www.plumbsave.com
orders@plumbsave.com

All prices in this offer book are subject to VAT at the current rate unless
otherwise stated, offers can be changed or removed without notice. E&OE.

Plumbsave Tool Hire

Solar Filling Station
£50 per Day

Anton Gas Analyser
£20 per Day

UFCH Staple Gun
£20 per Day

Press Fit Maincor Tool
£29 per Day

Pressure Test Kit
£29.00 per Day

Power Flush Machine
£49.00 per Day

Press Fit Xpress Tool
£99 per Week

Pipe Threader Tool
£29 per Day

Pipe Decoiler Tool
£20 per Day

Day Hire is 24 Hours
9am - 9pm

Friday - Monday Hire is 2 Days
Account Customers Only

Pre-booking recommended, Terms and Conditions Apply
Prices Exclude VAT


